SUCCESS STORY

Marquis Medical: BlueFolder Helps PET/CT Sales
and Service Company Maintain Service Edge
Against Bigger Competitors
Despite their deep expertise in PET and PET/CT
scanners for medical imaging, the founders of Marquis
Medical were still taking a gamble when they opened
their doors as a turnkey sales and service provider in
2006. They entered the field against two larger and
better-known competitors, successfully growing from a
handful of clients in their launch year to over 40 clients
in 2011. Their proposition — to provide a turnkey
customer experience that included superior warranty
coverage, site planning, installation, on-site service,
maintenance, training and round-the-clock support —
was quickly paying off.

“It’s so accessible and simple to use
that even our most paperwork-averse
engineers find that it’s easy to log what
they’re doing up to the minute.”
— Joe Sciarra, Marquis Medical Founding Partner

Their growing client base was also outstripping their
field service management system, which, in the early
days, was comprised of an Excel document and a few
email accounts. But by 2011, seven engineers across the
country were responsible for managing appointments
and follow-up with more than 40 customers. Having
one person in charge of all previous service tickets
was slowing the team down. To maintain the superior
service that was driving their growth, their system
would have to evolve.

BlueFolder Boosts Team
Connectivity and Performance
After a year-long search that included web demos,
meetings and conference calls, Marquis Medical
implemented BlueFolder in late 2010. Marquis
Medical’s leadership team liked the web-based system
that would let them pay on a per-user basis and forgo
making five-digit expenditures on new servers.
The team, who has headquarters and a 7,000-square
foot warehouse in Louisiana and a regional office in
New Jersey, could now work together in real time to
coordinate field engineers’ activities across the nation.
“The BlueFolder team provided us with great customer
service,” said Joe Sciarra, a founding partner of
Marquis Medical, which provided all team members
with iPads so that they could easily get the most out
of BlueFolder’s mobile functionality. “It’s so accessible
and simple to use that even our most paperwork-averse
engineers find that it’s easy to log what they’re doing
up to the minute. We have instant insight into each
job, and we can service customers in a more efficient
manner — which ultimately means we can spend more
time selling and less time chasing down documents and
retrieving information.”
CUSTOMER:
Marquis Medical
http://marquismedical.net
1-866-645-7457
BUSINESS CHALLENGE:
Maintaining high level of customer service with a nationally
distributed team and rapidly growing customer base;
getting real-time insight into project costs and reporting.
SOLUTION:
BlueFolder’s web-based, 24/7 functionality gives all team
members real-time insight into design, sales and labor resources
BENEFITS & RESULTS:
• Improved service
• Faster billing
• Increased team accountability and job insight

SUCCESS STORY

A Service Tool that Helped Drive
Billable Per-Month Revenue Up 25%,
Having all field and home office personnel on the
same page with up-to-the-minute job data has
fostered efficiency with customers and mutual
accountability within teams.
“We love how BlueFolder helps us track expenses,”
added Sciarra. “Seeing how money is being spent
on a job gives us a quick way to assess account
performance at a glance. Before, we had two or
three different forms for tracking this. Now it’s all
in one place.”
BlueFolder has delivered other advantages: it helps
Sciarra’s team monitor travel costs and evaluate
staffing needs. Data for allocation of resources is
easier to aggregate and understand. Bills go out
faster because job data is easier to collect.
By supporting Marquis Medical’s key differentiator
— service — BlueFolder helps their team spend
less time doing paperwork and more time helping
customers. Being more agile internally makes it
easier to go the extra mile, keep good contracts, and
win new ones. With billable per-month revenue
up by 25%, Marquis Medical’s gambit — superior
service backed by the right tools for the job — is
paying off.

About BlueFolder
BlueFolder is a leading provider of Field Service Management solutions. The company’s award-winning application delivers
a simple and accessible web-based solution for businesses to manage their service teams, customer support, work orders,
shared scheduling and billing. Companies of all sizes that use BlueFolder achieve an immediate return on investment
by significantly increasing efficiency and reducing operational costs. As a result, users achieve sustainable competitive
advantages while delivering a superior customer experience. BlueFolder offers multiple subscription levels, priced on a
monthly basis, and does not require an annual commitment.
BlueFolder is a privately held company headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colorado. For more information, visit BlueFolder’s
website at www.BlueFolder.com or call 866.253.2583.

